JANET WORRELL, REGULATORY SPECIALIST, CONSULT2DELIVER LTD
Janet is an experienced regulatory affairs professional, having supported a diverse portfolio of products, for a number of companies across the East Midlands. Janet’s experience covers early concept development, food supplements, over the counter (OTC) medicines, inhaled therapies and clinical trial applications. Janet enjoys collaborating with companies to develop their regulatory strategy to deliver commercial success. Janet is an independent board member of the East Midlands Academic Health Science Network supporting innovation within NHS.

BECKY TAYLOR, TECHNICAL MANAGER, BRUNEL HEALTHCARE
Becky has worked in the healthcare sector at Brunel for 20 years’ specialising in food supplements, traditional herbal remedies and OTC medicines. She started her career in the QC laboratory as an analyst before going on to manage the QC department. For the last four years she has been Technical manager at Brunel covering areas concerning product development and new product introduction. Most recently Becky has taken on responsibility for managing the Raw material approval process at Brunel with regards food supplements covering compliance, analytical, legality, through to ensuring they can be formulated to produce finished products seen on the shelves of customers both in the UK and abroad.
NICK BENNETT, HEAD OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, BRUNEL HEALTHCARE

Nick is Head of Product Development at Brunel Healthcare where he is responsible for all aspects of development, regulations and new product introduction. He has worked in the food supplement industry for over 18 years specialising in all matters relating to product development and the health support that can be delivered from appropriate nutritional supplementation. Nick qualified in Nutritional Biochemistry from Nottingham University in 1994 and has been a Registered Nutritionist since 2003. During this time Nick has worked in a variety of food supplement companies of different sizes, most recently Boots for 5 years before joining the UK’s number one food supplement manufacturer, Brunel in 2009.

JULIE WALKER, DIRECTOR, JW QUALITY CONSULTING

Julie worked within the pharmaceutical industry and NHS manufacturing sectors, in Quality Control, Quality Assurance and Head of Quality roles, for over 25 years before becoming independent in 2011. She now runs a business that offers Quality consultancy services to manufacturing units and to product owners who outsource the manufacturing of their product. She has worked with companies that provide a wide range of products, including non-sterile and sterile products; solid, semi-solid and liquids formulations; small molecule and biologics; medical devices and food supplements. Her current assignments include implementing a quality management system for a critical starting material manufacturer, remediating a sterile manufacturing unit, as well as running her consultancy providing QP and auditing services.
ELIN TRAUSTADOTTIR, DIRECTOR, WELLNESS LAB LTD

Elin is an Icelandic born e-commerce specialist with special interest in food products and supplements. She graduated as an interior designer in London, and worked for design companies in Iceland and Portugal where her focus was product and furniture design. She returned back to the UK to start her own e-commerce business, Wellness Lab Ltd, and developed a range of food supplements. The combined experience of product design and e-commerce has enabled her to coach individuals and businesses seeking to develop products and launch them on Amazon, eBay and other online platforms. Being a sailing enthusiast, her business functions as a distance selling operation, which allows for more time to pursue her passion for innovative product development.